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1. Summary
While many organizations have a backup for their on-premises data, they often perceive cloud
computing as having Disaster Recovery (DR) built-in, and in some cases, they are told that outright.
However, enterprises are not so naive. Research shows that only 22% of businesses have high
confidence in their DR plan in the event of an emergency. While this sentiment covers both cloud and
on-premises data protection solutions, organizations tend to ignore DR in the cloud more, as many
falsely assume that it is included.
Indeed, the truth is that it takes more care in terms of how you keep your cloud-born and on-premises
data safe. Considering the cost-of-risk, cloud-based DR is the bargain of the century, and it is time you
understand what is there, and how to leverage it effectively. What is even more disturbing about the
current state of DR in the cloud is that most enterprises are unaware of the available DR technology,
and the fact that it is now economically affordable to every organization. This comes down to the
following meta recommendations:
• Look for backup and recovery solutions that are integrated and turn-key, such as all-in-one backup
and data protection solutions that are driven from the cloud.
• Consider existing, new, and emerging data storage solutions – both cloud and on-premises.
• Understand your own requirements, then pick the DR solution that is best for protecting both onpremises and public-cloud-based data assets.
Data protection and disaster recovery are core to ensuring business continuity and the long-term
survival of the business. Let us explore the latest and greatest in cloud-native business continuity
approaches and technology.
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2. Why We Are Here
We have a few choices around DR now:
First, building and maintaining standby data centers, both in active-active (backup always running) and
active-passive (backup can be powered up when needed) configurations. While most of us understand
the importance of DR, the high cost of the infrastructure, technology, and DR operations (DRops)
means that only the largest companies could afford to build a complete standby data center.
Second, we could spend the bare minimum when developing DR strategies. Smaller organizations
lacked options and were often left under-protected, and thus assumed too much risk – lacking the
budget to rebuild in the event of a disaster. In short, catastrophic events could mean the grave loss of
the entire business due to the cost-to-recover or immeasurable brand damage.
Most Global 2000 organizations face the same problem. While they do have larger IT budgets, existing
DR programs and technology are antiquated and not up to adequately protecting newer applications
and data platforms, such as the wide distribution of data on laptops and phones, in addition to
mainframes that have been in operation for 30+ years. In other words, gaps in data protection exist that
leave organizations vulnerable and underprepared.
The woeful fact is that solid DR strategies with the correct enabling technology are uncommon these
days. Most businesses view DR as too costly, and they lack the staff to maintain additional systems.
However, with the arrival of affordable cloud-native DR solutions, many are now rethinking the role of
DR and data protection. That is a good thing. It is time to reevaluate the ways we want to leverage data
protection and, more importantly, address what has changed and what is evolving.
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3. Essentials of DR Planning
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time Objective (RTO) are two of the most important
parameters of a disaster recovery or data protection plan. The RPO/RTO, along with a business impact
analysis, provide the basis for identifying and analyzing viable strategies that direct a business
continuity plan and ensure business comes back online as quickly as possible. Viable strategy options
enable the resumption of applications or business processes in such a way as it meets stated service
level objectives – providing the ability to recover data from any Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) within a
global footprint. Once in the cloud, recovered VM’s or data stores are protected from both those who
mean to do you harm, as well as those in the organization who might accidentally delete the data. The
new model for DR and/or data protection offers several benefits to the CIO and IT stakeholders:
• On-demand cloud-based systems. As an “on-demand service” the cost is lower due to
consumption-based pricing.
• Data protection for a multi-cloud world. With over 60% of enterprises leveraging a multi-cloud
strategy, new DR technologies support the increased benefits of a “many cloud” architecture and
its accompanying complexity.
• Global support is mandated. Emerging patterns leverage highly distributed and, in some cases,
international resources. IT resources and data are no longer located in a single geography, and
workforces are mobile. Often, data localization and residency laws require data to be stored inside
the country, and it needs to be considered as part of your DR planning strategy. The ability to
recover data from any Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) within a global footprint is important because
VPCs themselves cannot recover applications and data.
• Heterogeneous data is a fact of life. With many of the new databases and storage systems
purpose-built and bound to specific applications, there has been an increased number and types of
databases, from in-memory databases for high-speed transaction processing to analytical
databases that provide an understanding of the business.
There is a tendency to build business applications (including data storage) on whatever seems to be
the right or trending solution at the time. This includes containers, serverless, big data, predictive
analytics, and cognitive systems that represent the latest trends taking place while the applications are
being built outside the traditional data center infrastructure. These trends confound the role that DR
has to play in core systems and data protection, because the end-points are constantly being
redefined.
Given this, a few things are certain at this point. First, we cannot change the disruption brought by
cloud computing, so IT needs to adapt to it. Second, database and application developers will continue
to think short-term, rather than paying attention to long-term systems growth and management. Finally,
this leads to complexity, which risks that some or most of the data will go unprotected, and the penalty
could be loss of the entire business. Are you willing to take that risk?
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4. New Approach, New Technology Needed
If we are to define and design a new data protection solution that can fill in the huge gaps we defined
above, what would be the approach? Moreover, what would be the enabling technology to leverage
this approach?
While current enabling technology is important to the DR objectives, we need to think about new
approaches as well. These new approaches need to deal with the fact that the data is not pervasive
and should be protected no matter where it exists. Moreover, it is important to copy the data, but data
protection solutions need to understand the data, and even enable an analysis of this data to gain
critical insights, uncover opportunities, and expedite decision making. It is no longer acceptable to
copy data to tapes that are shipped off-site never to be seen again. There needs to be a purpose for all
actions in the DR systems now, and we are moving from a passive to an active state.
What are the challenges with these new approaches? Obviously, current inadequate DR methods need
to change. We can no longer rely on legacy data protection that does not accommodate the
requirements of the business nor allow IT to store and leverage data in a new way, namely, the
emerging distributed nature of data. This includes geographical distribution, compliance with
international data federation laws, and leveraging this unified pool of data to gain critical business
insights.
Today’s objective is to reevaluate our current understanding of DR and blow up most of the previous
notions that will harm your business. This means starting from a blank piece of paper and tossing out
the limitations you previously considered. The features that need to be present for both the approach
and technology include:
1. SaaS-based. As a common DR platform that exists away from the end-users or the data center. This
provides centralized governance and compliance services, as well as the ability to keep the
volatility of data protection in a single domain.
2. Cloud-native. Meaning that a single scale-out service leverages cloud-native subsystems such as
Amazon AWS microservices (e.g., S3), RDS, DynamoDB, and Glacier. Cloud-native delivers up to
50% lower TCO over legacy models and enjoys no hardware, software, or deployment hassles and
costs.
3. Source-side deduplication. By removing redundant data before transmission to a backup target
and leveraging global deduplication, organizations retain a single backup copy of global data. In
eliminating data redundancy, we practice better data hygiene, as well as reduce the load on
security because we are dealing with a single source of truth.
4. Separation of data and metadata. This provides a “fail-safe” security model that, in the event of a
disaster, allows impacted systems to recover faster. By separating the meaning from the content,
both governance and security can operate at a much more fine-grained state.
5. Unified dashboard for management. Data protection solutions can deliver insights with a “singleEmerging Approaches to Cloud-Native Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
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pane-of-glass” and simplify administration with automated policy management. There is no
ambiguity as to the state of data protection, data types, sources, usage trends, geographic
locations, organizations, etc.
6. Encrypted architecture. Industry regulations (e.g., HIPAA, SOC-2, FIPS, FedRAMP) are mandated
for all but a very few businesses who have to deal with compliance issues along with data
protection.
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5. Call To Action
Data protection and disaster recovery are core to the long-term survival of the business. The accepted
approaches to application and data technology have changed with the emergence of the cloud and
traditional approaches no longer work. Additionally, investing in DR technology and planning will
provide net value to the business, considering risk analytics, of many times the investment. This is
certainly the most compelling reason to invest in any technology.
Thus, we recommend the following actionable steps:
• Develop an accurate and full assessment of existing systems, including stored information. This
should not be limited by the location of the data. The type of data should also be noted, including
compliance and security restrictions.
• Start from scratch and review the best ways to protect the data. Consider the locations,
redundancy, and requirements of the business, and thus the applications.
• Create a logical DR architecture that considers the previous two action items. Keep in mind how
things should get done, but do not pick any technology as of yet.
• Create the physical DR architecture using the attributes listed above, and take special
considerations into account based upon your own requirements.
Taking positive steps to achieve the action items above, will affordably and significantly reduce
numerous risks that often derail an organization. It is time to get started.
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6. About David Linthicum
David Linthicum is a CTO and internationally renowned
thought leader in cloud computing. David has spent the last
25 years leading, showing, and teaching large global
enterprise organizations across all industries how to use
technology resources more productively and constantly
innovate.
David has been a CTO five times for both public and private
companies, and a CEO two times in the last 25 years. David
has published 13 books on computing and his thought
leadership has appeared in Wall Street Journal, NPR, Forbes,
InfoWorld and Lynda.com. He has expanded the vision of both startups and established corporations
as to what is possible and achievable.
All of David’s opinions are his own.
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7. About GigaOm
GigaOm provides technical, operational, and business advice for IT’s strategic digital enterprise and
business initiatives. Enterprise business leaders, CIOs, and technology organizations partner with
GigaOm for practical, actionable, strategic, and visionary advice for modernizing and transforming their
business. GigaOm’s advice empowers enterprises to successfully compete in an increasingly
complicated business atmosphere that requires a solid understanding of constantly changing customer
demands.
GigaOm works directly with enterprises both inside and outside of the IT organization to apply proven
research and methodologies designed to avoid pitfalls and roadblocks while balancing risk and
innovation. Research methodologies include but are not limited to adoption and benchmarking
surveys, use cases, interviews, ROI/TCO, market landscapes, strategic trends, and technical
benchmarks. Our analysts possess 20+ years of experience advising a spectrum of clients from early
adopters to mainstream enterprises.
GigaOm’s perspective is that of the unbiased enterprise practitioner. Through this perspective, GigaOm
connects with engaged and loyal subscribers on a deep and meaningful level.
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